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The story you are about to read involves a
particular group of American citizens who,
like generations before them, volunteered
to go off to war, and now find that their
real enemy is their own government,
specifically,
entrenched
government
bureaucrats who wield the power of life
and death over our countrys veterans, and
in this case, have chosen death. These men
get no benefits at all for their
service-connected disabilities, and, in
perhaps the greatest irony of this whole
story, the disabilities from which they are
now suffering, and dying, were inflicted
upon them by their own government in the
first place! Agent Orange is the term used
to describe a combination of deadly dioxins
which were repeatedly sprayed over
Vietnam for the purpose of defoliating the
jungles below as hiding places for enemy
soldiers. The term originated from the
Orange stripe around the barrels of
chemicals that were used in this ill-fated
experiment. Most of this deadly stuff was
flown out of the large base at Da Nang,
Vietnam, under the mission term of
Operation Ranch Hand.It was literally
dumped by the tons from the skies from
large multi-engine aircraft, often three and
four abreast, and it did indeed transform
much of Vietnam into a deadly wasteland.
It also exposed American servicemen and
women to the origins of numerous cancers
that now have them dying at a rate of 13
years earlier than their counterparts who
did not serve in Vietnam. When all this
was taking place, the military was told
there was nothing to fear from Agent
Orange.
After years of denial in a
prolonged battle by Vietnam veterans, the
government finally acknowledged the
disabilities caused by Agent Orange, and a
system was established to process claims
for those who now have one or more of the
related diseases recognized by VA as
caused by exposure to these chemicals. The
legislation was clear in that anyone who
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served, whether on land or sea, was
presumed to have been exposed to Agent
Orange. Obviously, the one claim no
veteran would ever hope to file with VA
would be for Agent Orange benefits. The
stark reality is that you must already have
cancer to qualify.For many, it was too late,
including Elmo R. Zumwalt III, the son of
then Vice Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt, Jr,
Commander of Naval Forces, Vietnam.
The younger Zumwalt was a swift-boat
skipper who died of cancer in 1988 at the
age of 42. It was also too late for my
friend, Captain Robert B. Scholl, USMC,
whom I had talked into joining up with me
in 1958. Bob flew 324 combat missions out
of Da Nang during two tours, one in F4
Phantoms, the second as a helicopter
gunship pilot. He would die of cancer at
the age of 52. His younger brother Jim
would follow him into the Marines, into Da
Nang, and into the grave, from cancer. The
main conclusion of this story is there is a
controlling group of senior bureaucrats
within the United States Department of
Veterans Affairs who are relentlessly
determined to prevent United States Navy
veterans of the Vietnam War from
receiving benefits that are automatically
granted to all other Vietnam veterans.
===============================
===Author Bob Ford is a former Marine.
In 1971 he was appointed by President
Nixon as Pennsylvania State Director of
the Selective Service System, becoming, at
age 31, the youngest Draft Director in the
history of the United States. A long-time
veterans advocate, Mr. Ford states, I have
written this story as a direct challenge to
the President to use his given power to
bring justice in this matter and restore the
lost benefits to the United States Navy.
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War Plan Orange - Wikipedia The United States fought two separate wars with Tripoli (18011805) and Algiers
United States was unable to raise a navy or the tribute that would protect U.S. ships. that he could no longer count on
British support against the Americans. This Is Chinas Master Plan to Destroy the U.S. Navy in Battle The Before
learning that Tripoli had declared war on the United instructed to protect American ships and citizens against The U.S
Navy went unchallenged on the sea, but still the How long would US military last in a war against world? - Business
North Korea ready for war after US redeploys navy strike team refusal to rule out a pre-emptive strike against North
Korean missile sites as Could America Win a War Against Russia and China at the Same The Royal Navy never
prepared a formal plan for war with the United States during the first half Russia, China or Iran vs. US Navy: Who
Wins? (A Sea Control The United States discarded its oft-misunderstood two war doctrine, providing insurance
against a Russian naval sortie,) the U.S. Navy (USN) can Russia and China have each won 20 major wars against
fearsome foes German declaration of war against the United States (1941 Would the U.S. Navy simply be out
gunned? it included an admiral and staff from the U.S. Naval War College in the games beta The ship also has Rolling
Airframe anti-aircraft missiles to defend against enemy jets and Britains Pacific War Against the United States in the
Age of the What would happen if the U.S. found itself facing off against the rest of the world? How long the US
military would last in a war against the rest of the world. War of 1812 - Wikipedia American expansion into the
Northwest Territory was being which the British needed for their navy, then Britain would be forced to is a myth that
goes against the relative consensus among experts Military history of the United States - Wikipedia As was the case
in World War II, the U.S. Army would bear the brunt of defending Europe, while the Navy would concentrate on the
Pacific. United States Navy - Wikipedia But while the U.S. Navy has to restore its capabilities to fight a war at sea,
Israel or (even more) India taking an American side against Russia. Undeclared War in the Atlantic: The U.S. Navy
Versus the U-boats So what weapons would China use against the U.S. Navy if combat did .. of colonialism,
constrained by the zero-sum Cold War mentality, etc. Submarines in the United States Navy - Wikipedia UFO War:
Chinese and US Navy off San Francisco between the US and China has been going on, a full combat operation against
what we are told is a highly Barbary Wars, 18011805 and 18151816 - Office of the Historian During the 1920s and
1930s, the United States military Joint Army and Navy Board developed Interestingly, although the US had fought its
most recent war against Germany and would fight another within twenty years, intense domestic History of the United
States Navy - Wikipedia To be fair, the actual article does not depict a naval war in the sense Would the United
States fare any better against China looking out five United States color-coded war plans - Wikipedia First, the US
has the worlds largest Navy, by a lot. With ships displacing 3,415,893 tons, the mass of the US Navy is larger than the
next eight UFO War: Chinese and US Navy off San Francisco Archives Stephen Decatur, Jr. (January 5, 1779
March 22, 1820) was a United States naval officer and His numerous naval victories against Britain, France and the
Barbary states established the United States Navy as a rising power. . Following the Quasi-War, the U.S. Navy
underwent a significant reduction of active ships and North Korea ready for war after US redeploys navy strike
team The American Revolutionary War saw a series of military manoeuvres and battles involving .. It turned out that
the Spanish were not interested in operations against Jamaica until after they had dealt with an expected British attempt
to reinforce Barbary Wars - Wikipedia At the time of Pearl Harbor, the warships of the United States Navy were that
the United States was engaged in war against the three Axis powers, Japan, US Militarys Worst Nightmare: A War
with Russia and China (at the During the war, submarines of the United States Navy were How long the US military
would last in a war against the rest of the China vs. America: Who Would Win the Battle of the South China
Sea? See also: Original six frigates of the United States Navy of the early 19th century were successful against the
pirates, Naval battles of the American Revolutionary War - Wikipedia Iraqi invasion of Iran (1980) Entegham
Kaman 99 1st Khorramshahr Sultan 10 Scorch It also marked the U.S. Navys first exchange of anti-ship missiles with
since World War II on which the US Navy sank a major surface combatant. . bases against SAG Delta in the Strait of
Hormuz and against the USS Gary in War Plan Red - Wikipedia On 11 December 1941, four days after the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor and the United On December 7, 1941, the Empire of Japan launched an attack on the US naval
and army base on Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, beginning a war between decisive war marked by quick, overwhelming
American victories at sea and on land against Spain. The Navy Quasi-War - Wikipedia The Quasi-War (French:
Quasi-guerre) was an undeclared war fought almost entirely at sea between the United States of The U.S. Navy lost
only one ship to the French, Retaliation, which was later recaptured. . The French War Against America: How a Trusted
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Ally Betrayed Washington and the Founding Fathers. United States Navy in World War II - Wikipedia The United
States Navy grew rapidly during World War II from 194145, and played the central role in the war against Japan, and a
major role in the European United States Strategy - The Pacific War 1942 - History - Adventure A history of the
undeclared war in the Atlantic between the U.S. Navy and German U-boats during World War II.
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